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What are Polarities?
Polarities are two equally attractive possibilities
that exist in tension with each other such as a
“part” (for example a business unit) and a
“whole” (for example, the entire organization).
Overemphasis on one pole to the neglect of the
other leads to its “downside” and eventually the
“upside”, then the “downside” of the other pole.
Iff not managed
d well,
ll the
h polarity
l
cycle
l is
experienced as wild oscillations, leading to
wasted time and resources.
Poorlyy managed
g p
polarities lead organizations
g
and
individuals to create the future they fear. Well
managed polarities help them create the future
they desire.
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Polarityy Thinkingg
Organizations often think they have a “problem to solve” when what they
really have is a “polarity to manage”.
Polarities are values and attributes that come in pairs. Over focus on one
leads to focus on the other, which, in turn, leads to vacillation, wasted
time and wasted resources. What is wanted is the “best of both”.
When “either‐or” answers aren’t clear, it’s because the choices may actually
be polarities.
Breathing is like a polarity:
•You can’t decide to do one or the other.
•Breathing in leads to breathing out.
•Breathing out leads to breathing in.
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Some Identified Polarities
Th
There
are M
More!!

Polarities are interdependent pairs. Neither is
intrinsicallyy “better” or “worse” than the other.
Over focus on one leads to the other.
People describe polarities in language that is
meaningful to them, so different sets of words
might describe similar polarities.
SSome generalized
li d polarity
l i d
descriptions,
i i
such as “part‐whole” or “tight‐loose” may
also describe more specific situations such
as “business unit‐the overall organization” or
“directive leader‐collaborative environment.”

Action
Be Focused
Directive Decisions
Build Relationship
Care For My Business Unit
Care Of Customers
Centralized
Change
Clarity
Coaching Culture
Collaboration
Tight
P
Part
Common Sense
Competitive
Creativity
Customer Service
Efficiencyy
Initiator
Innovation
Interdependence
Long Term
Mission
R t i EEmployees
Retain
l
Short-term
Supportive Management
Tradition
Traditionalist

Debate
Hang Loose
Participative Decisions
Get The Job Done
Care For Whole Company
Care Of Organization
Decentralized
Stability
Flexibility
Directive Culture
Competition
Loose
Wh l
Whole
Facts
Collaborative
Standardization
Service To Organization
Qualityy
Q
Follower
Tradition
Self-reliance
Short Term
Margin
Hi N
Hire
New Talent
T l t
Long-term
Evaluative Management
Innovation
Change Agent
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Applications
pp
of Polarityy Thinkingg
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic Planning
Managing “Unsolvable” Problems
Assessment
Performance
Collaboration
Alignment
Negotiation
Team Discussions
Surfacing Hidden Issues
Uncovering Hidden Attitudes
Team and Individual Coachingg
Mediation
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The Polarity Map
How will we gain or
How will we gain or
maintain the positive
maintain the positive
results from focusing
results from focusing
on this pole? What?
on this left pole?
Who? By when?
What? Who? By
Measures?
when? Measures?

Greater Purpose
Why Balance the Polarity?
How will we gain or
maintain the positive
results from focusing
on this pole? What?
Who? By when?
Measures?

Upside of
right pole

Right pole
Measurable indicators
that will let you know
that you are getting
into the downside of
this pole.
pole

Downside
of right pole

Upside of
left pole

Left pole

Downside
of left pole

Measurable indicators
that will let you know
that you are getting
into the downside of
this pole
pole.

Deeper Fear from lack of balance

Polarity Maps are graphic tools that show the upsides and downsides of pairs, warning signs of
over focus on either pole, and potential action steps to balance the polarity and reach desired
goals.
Travel through the upsides and downsides of each pole is represented by the infinity loop.
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Managing
g g Polarityy Pairs

Upside of X

Upside of Y

The infinity loop traces
how well the polarity
pair is being managed.
Normal “flow” is from
the downside of one
pole to the upside of
the other.

X
Downside of X

Y
Downside of Y

In a well managed polarity, attention is paid to both poles and maximum time is spent
in the upsides of the poles. Balanced, more profitable circumstances, are experienced
than in the wildly swinging oscillations that come with neglecting one pole or the other
and thus spending more time in the downsides of the poles.
Action steps and early warning signs are used to help manage polarities.

Polarityy Mapping
pp g Facilitates Discussion
Polarity Maps can be used to facilitate discussions
about strategy, performance and other
issues.
The power of the maps comes from their ability to
surface issues and tensions,
tensions to do so in a way
that honors the validity of different ways of
approaching situations, and that builds in
mechanisms for both action and reflection.
Maps can be drawn informally on flip charts and
filled in by a facilitator as executives or other
groups talk about their situations.
They can be created more formally in computer
templates. There is also a computerized
assessment tool
tool.
Once people understand the concept of
polarities—they begin to see interconnected
pairs in many facets of their work. They are
able to use these insights to clarify and
address
dd
i
important
i
issues,
to make
k b
better
decisions and to take more decisive action.

In a facilitated discussion with key
stakeholders:
sta
e o de s:
1.
2.
3.

Define the difficulty or difficulties
Determine relevant polarities
Build the polarity map:
a.
b.
c
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

4.
5.
6.

Fill in the “higher purpose” and “deeper fear”
Fill in the “upside” of the left pole.
Fill in the “downside
downside of the left pole
pole.
Fill in the “upside” of the right pole.
Fill in the “downside of the right pole.
Fill in the “warning signs”
Fill in the “action steps”

For each quadrant, imagine being in the
organization this list describes
Determine the infinity loop path
Assess and determine action
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Polarityy Map
p Example:
p Continuityy and Change
g
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Infinityy Loop
p Lets You Track How Polarityy is Managed
g

Well Balanced Polarity
Ready for the Future

Unbalanced Polarity
Missing Advantages of Change

Too Much Time in Downsides
Falling Behind

Unbalanced Polarity
Will Soon Start to Experience the
Downside of Change
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Gettingg Unstuck
The Polarity Map can help an organization
or group get “unstuck”.

Well
managed‐
normal
flow

The normal flow from the downside of the
left pole is to the upside of the right pole.
Sometimes, though, there is considerable
resistance to doing so. The normal
movement is effectively blocked. The way
out is to “reverse” the flow.
To help people get “unstuck”,
unstuck , change the
path of the infinity loop. Instead of trying
to go directly to the upside of the right pole
when people resist, visit the quadrants as
below. Imagine being…
1. first, in the upside of the left
pole
2. then take the “bridge” to the
downside of the right pole
3. go to the upside of the right pole
4. go to the upside of the left pole
5. finally, revisit the higher purpose

1
4

5
Blocked
pathway

Stuck

3
Reversing
the flow

0

2
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Polarityy Map
p Example:
p Short Term and Longg Term Focus
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Polarityy Map
p Example:
p Business Unit and Company
p y

* Thanks to John Scherer, Center for Work and the Human Spirit
** Thanks to The Strategy Academy, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
*** Thanks to Todd Johnson, Rivertown Consultants
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Polarity Map Example‐Information Sharing and Information
Security
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Thank You
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